Nonlinear boundary value problems (BVPs) are more tedious to solve than their linear counterparts. This is observed in the extra computation required when determining the missing conditions in transforming BVPs to initial value problems. Although a number of numerical approaches are already existent in literature to solve nonlinear BVPs, this article presents a new block method with improved accuracy to solve nonlinear BVPs. A ( + 1)th-step block method is developed using a modified Taylor series approach to directly solve fourth-order nonlinear boundary value problems (BVPs) where is the order of the differential equation under consideration. The schemes obtained were combined to simultaneously produce solution to the fourth-order nonlinear BVPs at + 1 points iteratively. The derived block method showed improved accuracy in comparison to previously existing authors when solving the same problems. In addition, the suitability of the ( + 1)th-step block method was displayed in the solution for magnetohydrodynamic squeezing flow in porous medium.
Introduction
Boundary value problems (BVPs) arise in several branches of science ranging from physical sciences to engineering. There has been commendable progress in solving problems associated with nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) involving boundary conditions in recent years. These ODEs are sometimes needed to fulfil certain boundary conditions at more than one point of the independent variable which will result in the problem known as two-point boundary value problem. Two-point nonlinear BVPs often cannot be solved by analytical methods and thus finding approximate solutions for these problems becomes essential.
This article considers the following special type of nonlinear boundary value problem:
with the boundary conditions
where is a continuous function on [ , ] and the parameters and for = 1, 2 are constants. A variety of methods have been introduced to solve (1) such as shooting methods, splines methods, finite difference methods, finite element methods, differential transform methods, and collocation methods [1] [2] [3] [4] . Recently, the adoption of various families of linear multistep method (LMM) for numerically approximating higher order ODEs has been proposed. However, some LMMs cannot directly solve these higher order ODEs and thus require reduction to a system of first-order ODEs. In some cases, the accuracy of LMMs is low such as the case of predictor-corrector methods which incur high computational rigour. This computational rigour 2 International Journal of Differential Equations involves the derivation of separate predictors for each grid point of the LMM as seen in the work of Kayode and Adeyeye [5] and Kayode and Obarhua [6] . These drawbacks caused for the introduction of block methods which were first proposed by Milne [7] as a means to obtain starting values for predictorcorrector methods. This concept was also further explored by Sarafyan [8] .
Block methods differ from alternate approaches such as differential transform method and collocation method. This is because the formulation of block methods is an evaluation of the linear multistep method at different grid points to generate a family of methods that can be applied to produce approximate solutions of ODEs at each grid point simultaneously. This advantage was mentioned by Lambert [9] among other advantages which include being self-starting, permitting easy change of step-length, and being less expensive in terms of function evaluations. Block methods also yield better accuracy when applied to numerical problems.
This article introduces a ( + 1)th-step block method where is the order of the differential equation. The block method is developed using a modification of the conventional Taylor series expansions approach by Lambert [9] . This derivation is shown in Section 2 of this article while Section 3 considers certain numerical examples and their results to show the accuracy of the block method.
Methodology
Lambert [9] highlighted three main approaches for developing LMMs. These include interpolation, numerical integration, and Taylor series expansions. This article adopts the Taylor series expansion approach for LMMs to develop the block method. However, certain modifications were introduced since Lambert [9] focused on first-order methods whereas this article develops a block method for fourthorder ODEs. Therefore, the approach was made suitable to develop block methods and not LMMs alone, hence the name modified Taylor series approach.
Derivation of the ( + 1)th-Step Block Method Using
Modified Taylor Series Approach. The algorithm described below is used to show the steps involved in deriving the ( + 1)th-step block method using the modified Taylor series approach where is the order of the differential equation.
Algorithm 1.
Start.
Step 1. Obtain the coefficients of the initial multistep scheme:
Step 2. Obtain the coefficients of the additional schemes:
. . .
Step 3. Derive the coefficients of the (1st, 2nd, . . . , ( − 1)th) derivative schemes:
where = 1, 2, . . . , − 1.
Step 4. Combine schemes obtained in Steps 1, 2, and 3 above to form a system of equations with matrix form equivalent = where
Step 5. Adopt matrix inverse approach to system of equations in Step 4 to obtain the expected block method.
Stop.
In Algorithm 1, + = ( + ) = ( + ℎ), + = ( + , + ), and . . .
Substituting these expansions in individual equations and equating coefficients of ( ) presents the resulting expressions in matrix form
Note that Algorithm 1 will not successfully obtain the required block method if matrix is singular. Thus, the nonsingularity of the resulting matrices is discussed. (7) is a square matrix with det( ) ̸ = 0 which follows from the theorems below.
Nonsingularity of Resulting Matrices. The matrix in
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Theorem 2. Suppose that is a square matrix with a row where every entry is zero, or a column where every entry is zero.
Then det( ) = 0.
Theorem 3. Suppose that is a square matrix with two equal rows, or two equal columns. Then det( ) = 0.
With respect to Theorem 2, since the matrix does not have a row or column where every entry is zero, then its inverse exists. On the other hand, matrix has no equal rows or columns which further affirms that its inverse exists.
Theorems 2 and 3 are sufficient conditions to show that the inverse of the resulting matrix will always exist. In addition, the case of linear dependency is considered as defined in the following theorems. 
Theorem 5. The rank of a matrix equals the maximum number of linearly independent column vectors. The matrix has the same number of linearly independent row vectors as it has linearly independent column vectors
Thus, Theorem 5 is tested for resulting matrices obtained in developing the ( + 1)th-step block method to show that −1 exists.
Specification of the ( + 1)th-
Step Block Method. Following Algorithm 1, the specification of the ( + 1)th-step block method is as follows. From
Step 1, the initial multistep scheme for the ( + 1)th-step block method in terms of is 
Now, considering (9), the individual terms are expanded using Taylor series expansion as defined in (6) . The resulting expansions are substituted back in (9) and rewritten in matrix form x = B, where 
where matrix has rank = 11 which implies that there are no linearly dependent columns or rows and the inverse exists. This follows from the theorems in Section 2.2 showing that the matrix is nonsingular. Therefore, the scheme in (9) is obtained using matrix inverse method and substituting the value of as 
40320 + −3 = 40320 ( + ℎ + ℎ 
Order and Stability Properties of the ( + 1)th-
Step Block Method. To ensure convergence of the block method, its consistency and zero-stability need to be investigated. This follows from Fatunla (1988) which states that a linear multistep method is convergent iff it is consistent and zerostable. Starting with the consistency property, a linear multistep method is consistent if it has order ≥ 1. Thus, the order of the ( + 1)th-step block method is investigated.
With reference to the definition in Lambert [9] , Henrici [11] , and Butcher [12] , the order and error constant of the ( + 1)th-step block method follow Definition 6.
Definition 6. The linear operator associated with LMM is defined as
On expanding + and + to obtain
where Moving on to the second criterion for convergence which is the zero-stability of the block method. Note that this is the most important stability property a good numerical method should possess as it ensures convergence. The key word "zero" is based on the stability phenomenon in terms of convergence in the limit as step-size (ℎ) tends to zero. Therefore, to test the zero-stability of the ( + 1)th-step block method, the integrators are normalized to give the first characteristic polynomial ( ) as
with 0 = 5 × 5 identity matrix 
The roots of ( ) = 0 satisfy | | ≤ 1. Hence, the ( +1)th-step block method is zero-stable.
Results and Discussion
This section tests the ( + 1)th-step block method on some nonlinear problems. The numerical results are shown in Tables 1-3 and Figures 1-3 .
Example 7.
Consider the following nonlinear boundary value problem [10] :
with boundary conditions
The exact solution of Example 7 is = ln(1+ ). The obtained numerical results for this problem are presented in Table 1 with ℎ = 10 −1 . The maximum absolute error obtained by the ( + 1)th-step block method is 3.84959 × 10 −7 which is more accurate than the maximum error of 1.78 × 10 −3 by Mustafa et al. [10] . The graphical comparison between exact and computed solution is shown in Figure 1 .
Example 8. Consider the following nonlinear boundary value problem [10] :
with boundary conditions 
International Journal of Differential Equations 7 Table 2 with ℎ = 10 −1 . The ( + 1)th-step block method gives precise and accurate results as the exact solution. This is far more encouraging than the maximum error of 1.73 × 10 −2 by Mustafa et al. [10] . The graphical comparison between exact and computed solution is also shown in Figure 2 .
Examples 7 and 8 considered the solution of nonlinear boundary value problems solved by Mustafa et al. [10] . In their work, the authors adopted a numerical approach based on subdivision schemes. Although their approach gave good results, the ( + 1)th-step block method gave better results in terms of accuracy. This superiority in accuracy of the ( + 1)th-step block method is resultant from its self-starting implementation approach instead of the approach of Mustafa et al. [10] requiring choosing different subdivision schemes with certain adjustment of boundary conditions. The selfstarting approach of the block method requires no starting values which could reduce the accuracy of the method while also increasing the computational rigour. Rather, the integrators of ( + 1)th-step block method were combined as direct simultaneous integrators for the solution of the nonlinear boundary value problems.
In addition, to further show the suitability of the ( +1)thstep block method, a physical problem is solved and the results are compared to exiting solutions in literature.
( + 1)th-
Step Block Method Solution for Magnetohydrodynamic Squeezing Flow in Porous Medium. The study of squeezing effect, in addition to other properties such as magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and porosity, has become one of the most active topics in fluid mechanics. Ullah et al. [13] made an effort to investigate MHD squeezing flow of Newtonian fluid between two parallel plates passing through porous medium by homotopy analysis method (HAM). The authors used similarity transforms to convert the governing partial differential equations to equivalent nonlinear boundary value problems and then solved by HAM. This article takes a step further to solve the resulting nonlinear boundary value problems using the ( + 1)th-step block method.
The resulting differential equation is a fourth-order nonlinear boundary value problem of the form
where is Reynold number and ℎ , are Hartmann numbers.
Due to the difficulty to compute an exact solution for (25), Ullah et al. [13] computed varying solutions of (25) for different HAM orders. The ( + 1)th-step block method is likewise adopted to solve (25) and convergence is observed to the results proposed by Ullah et al. [13] as seen in Figure 3 .
In addition, a special case of (25) is studied when the Reynold number is zero with exact solution obtained using the boundary conditions (26) as 
where = ℎ + .
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Comparison is made between the exact solution, fifthorder HAM solution [13] , and the ( + 1)th-step block method in terms of absolute error.
From Table 3 , an improved accuracy was displayed by the ( + 1)th-step block method over the homotopy analysis method. This shows the block method is appropriate to evaluate the numerical solution of physical problems modelled as fourth-order nonlinear boundary value problems.
Conclusion
This article has introduced a numerical approach based on block methods derived using modified Taylor series approach. The ( + 1)th-step block method was adopted for the numerical solution of different nonlinear fourthorder boundary value problems. The numerical results show that the impressive accuracy of the ( + 1)th-step block method having the same computations as the exact solution is obtained as shown in Tables 1-3 and Figures 1-3 . This grounds the suitability of the ( + 1)th-step block method for solving fourth-order nonlinear boundary value problems. In addition, the suitability of the block method in application to physical problems was also investigated by presenting a solution to MHD squeezing flow in a porous medium. Convergence in solution and improved accuracy were properties displayed by the ( + 1)th-step block method when solving this fluid model. Thus, the ( + 1)th-step block method is appropriate for solving fourth-order nonlinear boundary value problems.
